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PT. Instruksi Jaya Energi Tekindo is one of subcontractor located in Batam island which specialized in design engineering, engineering steel construction of ship building and repairs. To expand their business at construction sector, on January 15th 2018, they change the company, from firm to Private Limited. This Internships conducted during August 8th – November 8th 2018.

The company participated at the local level to develop self-reliance and domestic view to build partnerships with small businesses another medium to play a role in community economic development. A company should make the rules of safety and health of each person to maintain their employee should be on the right lines. Those are regulate in Law of Indonesia, as a good citizen the Law binding our life to make things right. There are some accidents at work because the employee doesn’t give a care for their safety of themselves and also it’s just not about the employee, sometimes the company doesn’t know the rules and the impact is to their employee.

The internship gives the good result for readers who’ve been searching for references. It conducts the definition, structure, the law, the metod, the technique, etc. the background why our country have to regulate the law about safety and the occupation of health because it’s important for workers who has the high risk work life.

The abstract is designed to provide an understanding of overtime applications for actual overtime calculations of project results that have been designed to be useable by PT. Instruksi Jaya Energi Tekindo.
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